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EDUCATION &
TRAINING APPROACH
Our education has been designed in house utilizing best practices and
innovative approaches to upskill your team with transformative concepts to
build the soul of your work. With over 15 years experience across North
America, our in demand sessions can be customized, offered in person and
online, at events, and in formal teaching settings such as higher education
institutions.

TEACHING MODALITIES
We use exciting multi-modal teaching approaches including design thinking, learning
labs, role playing, creative and fine art activities, and safe interaction exercises that
foster unique engagement and discussion. Sessions can be offered with translation
and interpretation where requested.

INTERSECTIONALITY
Our education is designed utilizing our core principles that foster diversity, equity,
and inclusion, including Trauma Informed Care, Servant Leadership, De-Colonizing
Praxis, Gender Equity, and Cultural Safety.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Our training takes theory into practice, ensuring new concepts can be applied
immediately, further resources applied, and where requested, custom resources
created to see tangible ROI for your organization.
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EDUCATION
OFFERINGS

SPECIALIZED
TOPICS
Equipping your teams to
apply agile responses to
emerging trends through
thought provoking topic
focused training
- Trauma Informed
Workplaces
- Building ESG Strategies in
Start Ups
- Stewarding Power
- Ethical Storytelling
- De-Colonizing Praxis &
Allyship
-Appreciative Failure

SUPPLY
CHAIN
Explore how to establish an
ethical supply chain in
Canada, especially when we
look at the "S" in ESG
- Canadian Modern Day
Slavery Supply Chain
Compliance

CREATIVE
INTERRUPTION
Hands on, no pressure
exercises paired with world
class teaching to foster right
brain thinking and creative
breakthroughs....and have a
little fun

- Ethical Approaches to
Employing Migrant
Workers in Canada

Abstract Thinking to
Foster Innovation
- activities include abstract
portraiture

- Addressing Exploitation
and Human Trafficking in
your Supply Chain

Inclusive Design
- activities include palette
knife abstraction

- Fostering Leadership
within Marginalized
Communities

Making Your Mark
- activities include mark
making in mixed media
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FORMATS
OFFERED
WE ARE ENERGIZED TO COLLABORATE WITH
YOU ON CUSTOMIZED EDUCATION OFFERINGS
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS, INCLUDING;
- One time in person or online workshops (1-8 hours)

- Multi-day sessions/conferences

- Keynote sessions

- Learning Labs (education paired with an interactive learning lab
experience over a period of 1-8 weeks)

TRAVEL & FEES
We are open to travel anywhere within North America. Per diem &
travel costs will apply.

Education fees are based per request, and range from $300-5,000
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS
ARE SAYING
"We found your training on
Trauma Informed Workplaces a

"I cannot believe you got a room
full of sworn police officers doing
abstract portraiture- and loving it!

fresh and much needed
perspective to create more
support and inclusion in the
workplace, and want to invite

The laughter, discussion, and
thought provoking concepts gave
us the creative refresh we
desperately needed, and sent us

you to come again!"

back on the road looking at our

Union Representing Migrant
Workers, Specialized Topics
Participants

work differently."

Ontario Law Enforcement
Agency, Creative Interruption
Participants

"Migrant Workers in Canada are an oft forgotten essential component
of the workforce. Your training came at just the right time. As we
employ over 15,000 per year, it is essential that our organization level up
to understand their needs, uphold their rights, and offer a great work
experience in Canada."

Agriculture Employer, Supply Chain Participants
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